PART TIME SLABBING
Clip On Slabber
Do you want to make more money out of your timber? Higher
prices can be obtained for wide slabs used for kitchen counters,
picnic tables and up market bar tops. With the Peterson Clip On
Slabber, you can do all this and more, simply and easily for very
little investment.
The Clip On Slabber, with its innovative design, can cut extra
wide slabs up to 5' (1.5m) wide and up to 8” (20cm) thick in
minutes. From custom-order beams to live- edge tabletops, rustic
indoor to outdoor furniture, the possibilities are endless with a
Peterson Clip On Slabber.
An accessory for large frame models, this bar and chain attachment utilizes the mill's 4-stroke motive
power and attaches to the blade boss on your existing mill. The chain is a specialized RX double skip
ripping design, running at the same rpm as your blade.
The Clip on Slabber is now easier to attach to your mill for faster change over. Setup time is around 30
minutes the first time it is used, and will take only 10-15 minutes thereafter.

Planer Blade
For those finishing touches, try a Peterson Planer Blade for all your
wider slabs and beams. Just mount this blade in place of your
standard mill blade and skim over your sawn slab or timber, for
planed results.
The specialized Planer Blade design has two types of teeth one
for ripping and the second for planing. This means it can handle
deep cuts and resawing in the one pass, and you do not have to
skim over and over again to achieve your finish.
The Planer Blade offers the option of partially dressing the timber
either green or dry. As the blade is quite large and takes large bites of up to 20mm deep and 150mm
wide, it is perfect for thicknessing and leveling your slabs by removing all those warps and ridges after
drying.
The Planer Blade is also useful to create slots and notches for things like mortice and tenon joins, or even
slotting smaller logs for flower boxes.
The Peterson Planer Blade is highly recommended to work in conjunction with the Peterson Clip On
Slabber to enhance those wide slabs and custom beams. You will be able to cut and finish much larger
slabs and beams than any other sawmill can, and gain a valuable niche market for yourself. Make your
Peterson mill even more profitable today!

For more information please visit our website
www.petersonsawmills.com

